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Principal's Message
Andrew Peach - Executive Principal

NAPLAN is continuing this week for our Year 7 and 9 students. This is
the first year that we have had the tests in an online environment, and
our students and staff appear to be handling the new processes well.
With the online nature of the assessment we are hopeful of receiving
the reports and feedback on student performance earlier than in
previous years to help assist with supporting continued literacy and
numeracy development.
Our extended Sports Centre of Excellence and new car park are easing
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closer to completion. The current wet weather is not helping the car
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park works, but the internal fit is on track for our Sports COE will
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hopefully enable our first whole school parade for a number of years
next week. We are extremely honoured to be able to host "The
Royal Family” as special guests next Wednesday to coincide with the proposed opening, so we are working
hard to meet the deadlines involved. “The Royal Family” are a dance group that has experienced massive
success in the USA, led by choreographer Parris Goebel. Thank you to Mrs Mellars who was able to facilitate
the visit through her connection to Parris’ family – a massive opportunity for our students and in particular our
Dance Excellence students to see a world class performance in our new space.
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Last week Mr Byrne launched our 2023 Ski Trip planning for current Year 11 students. We plan to take forty
students away next September holidays on our first Ski Trip in many years. I would encourage current Year 11
students to see Mr Byrne in B Block if they are interested before we open up the opportunity to other year
levels.
Congratulations to Mr Hammond who has been named as the Queensland Manager for the first ever 18 Years
Girls Queensland Schools Rugby League Team. The team will play against NSW as a curtain raiser for the third
State of Origin at Suncorp Stadium. We also have students Sienna, India and Montaya in the team who will no
doubt experience a great night representing their state, family and school at the highest level. Congratulations
also to Lily, Janique and Porche who were selected in the Queensland 15 Years Girls Rugby League side.
Di, our School based Youth Health Nurse has a short survey for staff to help gain the views of members of our
community. Please take the time to click on the survey to provide your perspective.
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?
id=CLBlC9eVvEq6_D_8IMA5wN3V_sat93JIgF3Tc6FtWXtUQVVBOUFVMk03SFdDMkxZTzFPWTNUUUdLSS4u
Our Hospitality students did an outstanding job at last week’s Souths Logan Sponsors lunch. Their
professional service and high standards have opened the door to future opportunities already and they are to
be congratulated on their work with this real-world opportunity. This week we have the Candle Light Dinner on
Wednesday night and our support of the Souths Logan v Tweed QRL game on Saturday for our high performing
students and staff.
On Friday we participated in Do It For Dolly Day. The day is dedicated to bringing the community together,
spreading kindness and uniting in taking a stand against bullying. Thank you to our Social Worker Jane for her
efforts in coordinating the day, along with Chef Steve for the outstanding blue cupcakes.
Over the last week we have hosted four high schools from across Queensland as they look to learn from our
staff across the school on the systems and processes that have helped make Marsden SHS so successful.
While it is always pleasing to be able to share our strategies for success and the work that has occurred over
many years to create our excellent school, it is also a reminder of the work that must occur each day to
maintain our high standards. I have been talking with students on parades over the last fortnight on the
importance of our reputation in the wider community and our student’s behaviour beyond the school gates.
Marsden’s reputation is strong at present, and that helps to assist our students in their efforts outside of
school in future employment or opportunities both locally and further afield. We will continue to have high
expectations in regards to uniform and behaviour for our students, along with a strong understanding that all
students are representing themselves, their families and our community when they wear our uniform. I know
this is something that the majority of our students appreciate and enjoy when they are outside of school and I
look forward to continuing to hear the positive impact that our kids have.
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HOD News
Year 7 - Jacob Stains

With NAPLAN underway the Year 7 cohort have done very well when it comes
to sitting their test online for the first time. Students have been to the
correct classes on time and ready to smash it!
With the recent wild weather a lot of sporting events were put on hold or
cancelled so hopefully I have some more results to share with you next time,
however a few games were snuck in before the rain started.
Year 7 Broncos Cup won against Ipswich SHS
Junior Girls Basketball played Cleveland SHS and won 4-1
Junior Boys Basketball played Cleveland SHS and won 4-0
With NAPLAN having its last week this week it is important that students
Day
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remember to bring their headphones for the tests. We are using the exact
Cou
same buildings A Block and R Block so make sure you are there on time. The
Year 7s will be on Monday and Wednesday so make sure you have a good
nights rest.
Last month we had 30 Year 7 students nominated for one of the following Mako Awards: Pride, Passion or
Persistence. The nominations ranged from students being nice and friendly in the playground to them
completing their Maths work, even when faced with some big challenges, algebra is a tough one!
Well done to these students and to the ones who are not mentioned but are still doing the right thing, your
acts do not go unseen!
Persistence

Passion

Pride
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Year 8 - Laura Baker

Hi everyone and welcome to Week 5. I hope everyone has enjoyed the string of
long weekends we recently had and are now settling back into normal 5 day
weeks. I hope you are staying warm and dry, the weather has certainly changed
to cool and rainy. Please remember that the only jumpers that students are
allowed to wear are Marsden SHS jumpers (there are a large range of styles to
choose from). Thank you to all of the students who are wearing the right
jumpers everyday!
Report cards were emailed to parents/carers at the start of Term 2, and we
have recently held parent teacher interviews. If your Year 8 student isn't
achieving the results you or they would like to be achieving, we would strongly
Persisten
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encourage your student to attend one of the many great tutorials that are held
Pride
here at Marsden.
For general assistance, students can attend Homework Club on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays after school at the Library. For
subject specific help, please ask your subject teacher for times.
Success in anything will always come down to this: Focus and
effort, and we control both of them." Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson
NAPLAN began last week and continues this week (Week 5).
Although the Year 8's don't complete NAPLAN, it has and will
continue to cause disruptions to classrooms and possibly the
internet. I would like to thank Year 8 students for their patience
during these two weeks.
A warm welcome to Miss Emma, our very own TA from Year 7, who
is now the Year 8 Deadly Unit Case Manager. It is wonderful to
have her back in the Year 8 space!
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Year 9 - Keeown Carter

Congratulations to all our award recipients that received gold, silver and bronze
academic awards at the celebrating success parade. Big mention to Mahi Patel
as the top achiever from Term 1.

I would like to congratulate all of the Year 9 students that have been working
through NAPLAN the last week. With only two tests remaining we have had a
wonderful group of students show dedication to their NAPLAN.

This week’s lesson bite is focusing on wearing
our uniform correctly and with respect.
Reminder that non- Marsden jumpers cannot be
worn to school.

JCE
The focus for this Term is “follow your passion”. Everything we do is centred around achieving 20+ JCE points
to graduate the junior year. This is driven by academic performance, attendance and behaviour. We have
explored in MMM how we achieve these through calculating our own points. These points will result in our
ability to graduate and attend the Semi Formal in Term 4, lets “earn our whites”. Make sure you are having
conversations with your MMM teachers regarding your points status and where you can improve!
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Important Notices
NAPLAN will be Tuesday and Thursday this week for Year 9
students.
Facial piercings are not permitted at school. This includes clear and
covered nose piercings. Students will be asked to remove the
piercing and can collect at the end of the day.
Planners, students are required to have their planner at school on
their desk for every lesson. Can I ask that as parents, you regularly
check your child’s planner as it will contain important information.
This includes homework, assessment dates, TrackEd profiles and
JCE progress.
Vaping, a reminder that vaping and/or being in possession of a
vape is prohibited at MSHS. Strict consequences will apply.
Attendance is a major focus in 2022, this includes truancy. We
have already seen some students leaving school grounds this
Term before 2:30pm. Truancy is a matter of student safety,
something we take very seriously at MSHS and it is also removes
the student from valuable learning time in the classroom.
Year 10 - Lachlan Leong

Over the past fortnight students have been completing Assessment 1 of
Career Education. Students with the support of their learning mentor have
developed self-knowledge, contemporary work skills and resilience
necessary to thrive in the 21st century. They have identified the
importance of self-knowledge in improving learning, accessing work
opportunities, developing appropriate skills for work, and making informed
career choices. In Week 7, we have QUT and their Explore your Future Team
coming out to present to the Year 10 cohort about their SET Plan, and
potential career pathways they may like to take!
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Learning as a Priority - Exploring Error
I am positive you have each had a young person in the learning pit
experiencing frustration, anger and disappointment. A nice little diagram
of what I’m talking about is to the side. These are natural emotions that
occur when we are learning something new, so please continue to
reinforce with your child that these are normal emotions and are a sign
that they are growing. Each day at school is an opportunity to learn and
grow.
Last week on parade I spoke to the cohort about the need to become comfortable with the concept that failure is
the first step to success. As parents, it is then crucial to support them through the process of this, and support
them to fail, reflect and try again. A great strategy to promote this concept is to question students on the
process or task that was a focus for the lesson and how they felt in these moments. This is even more important
if you find your child focuses on their mistakes as this mindset will inhibit reflection.
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Further to this, positive words of encouragement will help support students through their learning process,
especially when they nail their learning, whether this be at home or in the classroom. Why not ask your child if
they have been in the learning pit this week? What did they find hard and how can you support them through
this process?
Support Opportunities – Academic Growth
If your child would like further support with their studies at Marsden we have a range of opportunities that
they can engage in both before and after school. These can be found below.
Year 10 – Senior Makos Journey Passport
This year, the Year 10 cohort will track their Makos journey through the use of the Year 10 Passport. Students
on track, at the end of each year, will have an attendance rate of 92% or above, accumulated 10 points by the
end of the year and have completed community engagement.
The same criteria as previous years will be used to calculate points and is outlined below:
Each subject is worth 1 point if your child achieved a C or higher in that semester
Aiming for 5 or more points per semester to be on track (Behaviour and Effort or a VG or EX standard will
also be taken into account)
Attendance must be 92% or above or 100% explained is also accepted
Community engagement
Fees paid or students placed on payment plan.
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Year 11 - Aleisha Neumann

Students met for the first time as a whole cohort on Monday and were able to
hear some important messages for the next few weeks. Students were
reminded of how simple it is to be brilliant at the basics by wearing their uniform
with pride as per the school uniform policy, attending school and classes on
time, and acting respectfully at all times at school and in the community.
Next year we are offering students the opportunity to attend a Ski Trip in the
September holidays. Mr Josh Byrne has been busily organising the details and
students can apply by collecting a form from his staffroom. Students must
meet the minimum expectations of attendance, academics and finances.
Pride n
Passioence
In the next few weeks students will complete a second and final assessment
t
Persis
for Unit 1. Students need to achieve a Satisfactory rating across both assessments to earn points towards
their QCE and graduation at the end of next year. Once this is completed students will have an opportunity to
change subjects if required for their chosen pathways.
Information for subject changes will be emailed in Week 7 and once students have finished all Unit 1
assessment tasks. The following factors will be used in regards to making decisions on subject changes:
Class sizes – to ensure maximum student numbers aren’t exceeded
Line structure – would more then one subject change be required
Student pathways – does this effect ATAR, QCE or career pathways
Effort and Behaviour – has the student made a satisfactory or above effort to be successful in their current
subject.
Through Term 2 students MMM class will focus on developing their leadership skills before we commence the
2023 School Captain selection process later in the term. The Year 11's will all be leaders in the school
community next year with some appointed to captain and council positions. Information about the captaincy
selection process will be distributed later in the Term but is something that all Year 11's should aspire towards.

Year 12 - Jesse Maclean
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We kick off Week 5 with our second full week of the Term, with the public
holidays coming to an end until next Term. The weather and the flu is causing
disruptions to the year 12 cohort however they should be well into their IA2
assessments and should have open and clear lines of communication with
their classroom teachers. Any concerns or queries from parents and
guardians please email or ring myself or a senior schooling staff member.
Year 12 basics
School starts at 8:30am and finishes at 2:30pm.
Students need to be on time, for every lesson.
Uniform policy is not optional. Students are expected to be in full school
uniform every day, or loan the required items from the uniform shop.
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Facial piercings are not acceptable and need to be removed while at school.
In Week 5 students will have MMM on Monday session 1 and Wednesday session 4. Students will continue to
focus on wellbeing, organisation and improving academic outcomes by embedding the retrieval routine across
all line 1 subject areas.
Formal
Formal will be held Monday September 12th at The Greek Club (South Brisbane), there will also be a Mystery
Tour. More information will be distributed regarding these events later this Term. For now, students need to
remain focused on completing their assessment, engaging in the learning and regular attendance at school. If
you are aware you have outstanding fees, I encourage you to start resolving this as it is one of the eligibility
requirements that all amounts owing are cleared before being able to pay for Formal and Mystery Tour. Similar
to the Senior Jersey process, there will be minimum standards students need to meet to be eligible to attend
the formal.
Please communicate with me if you have any queries or concerns.
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Deadly @ Marsden

Deadly Choices program has started on Tuesdays for the Year 7, 8
and 9 students. This program aims to empower Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples to make healthy choices for
themselves and their families. At the end of the program Loganlea
ATSICHS will complete an annual Health Check for students
participating in the program.
Tuesday session 2 the JTLeadLikeAGirl Program for our seniors
has begun. The program is for young women, focused on
developing leadership, teamwork, and other key skills that
promote success throughout one’s life and career. They engage
directly with young women through interactive and inspirational
workshops exploring personal development and achievement.

Artie Program provides Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students the opportunity to participate in a program that
encourages and rewards improvements in school attendance,
behaviour, academic achievement, effort and ultimately Year 12
attainment or its equivalent.
We are very excited to introduce our newest team members in the
Deadly Unit.
Elijah Alick - CEC & Case Manager for Years 11 & 12
ealic0@eq.edu.au
Emma McGregor - Case Manager for Years 8, 9 & 10
emcgr97@eq.edu.au
Chris Cedar - CEC & Case Manager for Years 7 & 9
cceda5@eq.edu.au
Please reach out to Elijah, Chris or Emma for support. They look
forward to getting to know our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students and families, and supporting your education journey.

Deadly Unit Hours

Monday to Friday (Weekdays)
8:00am to 3:30pm
Open for all students at lunchtimes!
We wish to acknowledge the traditional Custodians of this land the Yugambeh and Yuggera People, and pay
respects to the Elders past, present and emerging for they hold the memories, the culture and the dreams of
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People.
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Homestay families come in all shapes and sizes.
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Single mothers, single fathers, kids, no kids, married
couples and grandparents. Everyone can play a part in
sharing their life and home and provide a cultural
experience to one of our International High School
students.
Find out more:
Contact: Homestay Coordinator
Kylie Bobbermien
Email: kbobb0@eq.edu.au
Tel: 32990570

We are grateful for the support of our local community, staff, parents and especially our sponsors
who work tirelessly behind the scenes to make our school a strong, united family!
Contact Brayden Torpy via phone 07 3299 0555 or email btorp8@eq.edu.au to discuss opportunities
to promote your brand across our extensive school community.

